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Uncertainty modeling

Uncertainty corresponds to the difference between our models and reality.

Dealing with uncertainty requires contemplating the identification of model sets (as 
opposed to nominal models) to approximate the true plant at different regimes of operation 
-e.g. Frequencies

Noise is not uncertainty since its stochastic in nature and unrelated to the input

In some MIMO systems, nonlinearities are often approximated by LTI systems and 
uncertainty is mapped onto practical algebraic structures (think of disks on the Nyquist 
plot)

Therefore, the controller design problem seeks to stabilize every plant belonging to the 
entire model set.



Hardware uncertainty

At NASA with Valkyrie we were confronted with latencies on the Cartesian controllers,
yielding low BW position controllers.

We increasingly rely on generic PCs to perform closed loop controls, often suffering from 
real-time uncertainties.

And we are daring to incorporate new types of actuators such as SEAs.

The cumulative effects of uncertain comms and force control is a daunting challenge for 
controller design.

This explains the reason why many people convert computed torque controllers to joint 
velocity commands (via admittance transformations)

Indeed, embedded joint feedback controllers provide super fast joint velocity feedback 
effort which is key to achieving stiff behaviors.

Separately, when using SEAs with force feedback it results on a significant reduction on 
position control bandwidth



Gain tuning of SEAs - Publications

K. Isik, G. Thomas, L. Sentis, Optimal Feedback Gain Selection for SEAs, in preparation, 
2017

Y. Zhao, N. Paine, K.S. Kim, L. Sentis, Stability and Performance Limits of Latency-
Prone Distributed Feedback Controllers, TIE, 2015

N. Paine, L. Sentis, A Closed-Form Solution for Selecting Maximum Critically Damped 
Actuator Impedance Parameters, JDSMC, 2015



Anecdote
Mid bandwidth visual servoing and realtime Cartesian feedback control techniques are underused due to 
the need of tuning controllers on mobile robots.

We need more focus on making this process easier for users.



Reachability under high payloads

SEAs are fantastic for their reachability capabilities (in the state space), force sensing, and 
impact protection. 

Our interests are on providing agility to systems with high payloads instead of smaller 
ones. 

For example we are now focusing on the design of an efficient exoskeleton that can do 
tasks such a keg toss



Apptronik Taurus



Liquid cooling



Uncertainty–Shape Identification
in the Frequency Domain
Gray Thomas and Luis Sentis



The state of the art
the creation of H infinity weighting matrices

(E, J) ● E=I, J=λI,
● E, J diagonal
● Controller-based
● Prediction error 

covariances
● ...or Data?
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Condition Groups
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● Condition Group: tests with the same c
● Condition Group Average: average u and average y
● Within-group: raw data relative to average for a group
● Between-group: group averages relative to some 

expectation or linear model fit



Frequency Domain Testing with Stepped Sines

We input a sinusoid and cast output to a sinusoid
Represented as complex number phasors

A point in 4D - input 
output space

A Linear model is a noisy hyperplane

Condition 1

Condition 2Linear prediction:



Tight Output data
Far from Linear Prediction

● Tight clustering within condition groups

● Wide clustering for deviation of c.g. averages
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Interesting (friction?) effects
Each plot a condition group

Uncertain Systems are not Noisy Hyperplanes



Geometric Interpretation of Models

Clusters in complex 
input output space

Repeated testing under various conditions

Good H infinity models are shapes which surround the clusters

We can find these shapes with 
Convex Optimization 
(but it’s not trivial)

Condition 1

Condition 2

Condition 1

Condition 2

. . . 





Ultimately, resulting in a robust model

A model in which there is no free lunch

Model doesn’t limit gain? Hand tuning inevitable.

Model limits gain => Computers doing the tuning.

Tuning in real time

Classifying impedance goals as possible or not

Making sensible mechanical design decisions based on 

quantifiable control performance



Dynamic	and	Robust	Whole-Body	Control	
Architecture

Donghyun	Kim
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[	Hume	Dynamic	Bipedal	Robot]



What	is	missing

A	generic	controller	similar	to	whole-body	controllers	that	can	
achieve	robust	dynamic	behaviors.

Hypothesis

Formulating,	integrating	and	testing	various	algorithms,	we	can	
achieve	the	most	dynamic and	robust Whole-Body	Control	
Architecture	to	date	compared	to	leading	WBC’s.



Research	Objectives

- To	achieve	agility	via	planning	using	underactuated	dynamical	models
- To	deliver	generality	by	combining	whole-body	controllers	with	the	dynamic	

motion	plans	
- To	increase	robustness	via	training	NN's	for	different	and	very	harsh	disturbances
- To	increase	versatility	by	exploiting	constraint	forces	and	employing	various	

planning	algorithms

Agility Robustness Versatility

High	speed	walking,
Energetic	motion,

Running,
Jumping

Balance	under	
disturbance,

Stable	walking	under	
disturbance

Walking	on	the	non-flat	
terrain,

Balance	on	challenging	
terrain



Intro	to	Whole	Body	Operational	Space	Control

[	L.	Sentis,	“Synthesis	and	control	of	whole-
body	behaviors	in	humanoid	systems,”	2007	]

Null	space	
projection



(cont’d)	Intro	to	WBOSC

Operational Space Dynamics



Formulation	of	Centroidal	Momentum	Task



Novel	Formulation	of	Capture	Point	
Task for	Balance

[	CoM	and	thin	foot	model	]



Whole	Body	Locomotion	Control	(WBLC)	-
Performance	Analysis

[ WBOSC w/ Double Contact ] [ WBOSC w/ Reaction Force Control ]



(cont’d)	Actual	Problem:	Constraint	Violation

[ WBOSC w/ Double Contact ] [ WBOSC w/ Reaction Force Control ]



- Analytic	computation	method	of	Phase	Space	Planner

- Sampling	based	path	planning	- Kinodynamic	RRT	for	Walking

- Disturbance	Rejection	using	Replanning	Method

Dynamic	Locomotion Planning



Uses	prismatic	inverted	pendulum	model	(PIPM)	to	approximate	CoM	behavior:
- Shooting	parabolas	connect	trajectories	in	the	Sagittal	plane
- Semi-periodic	parabolas	formed	closed	cycle	in	the	Coronal	plane
- Relies	on	numerical	integration	and	bisection	search	for	non-flat	surfaces

[	Prismatic	Inverted	Pendulum	Model	and	its	CoM	path	in	Phase	Space	
]

Intro	Locomotion	- Phase	Space	Planning



Novel	Phase	Space	Planner	with	Steering

{a}



Real-time	Re-planning	Algorithm
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